ENROLLMENT APPLICATION FIPGC

The undersigned
(surname)

(name)

Date of birth

Place of
birth
(town of birth- if born abroad: specify the State)

(prov.)

(day/month/year)

residence
(town of residence)

(prov.)

n°

Street name
(street, square, locality etc.)

POST CODE:
Telephone:

Fax:

Mobile:
e-mail:

Website: *
MAKE BANK TRANSFER TO :

FEDERAZIONE INTERNAZIONALE PASTICCERIA GELATERIA CIOCCOLATERIA
ASSOCIAZIONE SENZA SCOPO DI LUCRO
BANKING COORDINATES: BANCA DI CIVIDALE FILIALE UDINE 3 – VIA MARSALA
IBAN: IT15X0548412302CC0440421284
BIC SWIFT: CIVI IT 2C

Wish to register to the FIP
Activity: Confectionary

Cake Designer

Ice Cream

Chocolate

Restaurant

Bakery

To this end declare:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)

To know and accept, without any reservation, the statute; and to undertake to comply to the regulations therein;
To be in possession of the general requirements of participation also the specific requirements for the type of membership seen in the Regulations above;
To accept the conditions of registration to the association which require the payment of a membership fee of euro 50,00 (fifty euros);
To communicate promptly eventual variations declared in the present application of membership;
Submit annually to the agency responsible (Board of Directors) a data acquisition card, specially arranged, with which to communicate all useful updates of
the Official List of the association;
To communicate in writing any eventual decision to withdraw membership;
To not undertake activities contrary to the purpose of the Association;
Authorize the use of personal data and images for the purpose of marketing, pubblicty and any media.
Authorize, even in case of withdrawal from the International Federation of Pastry Ice Cream and Chocolate, for the indefinite use of eventual personal
photos, films and works, that refer to the period of membership to the International Federation of Pastry Ice Cream Chocolate.

I have read and agree to the processing of personal data (Articles 6,7,13 and 14, Regulation UE 679/2016)

D. L.g.s. n. 196 del 30/06/2003 and further modifications and elaborations Privacy Policy

Information: In reference to art. 13 of the legislative Decree 196 del 30/06/2003, We inform you that the treatment of data concerned will be made
(directly and/or through societies, institutions or associations) for the purposes strictly connected to the request above. All data will be treated
lawfully and correctly, the data will be recorded and stored in computer files and/or paper format, , also published on the web and/or support
paper format (guides, brochures, promotional material for national and international circulation.)
As established in art. 7, you have the right, at any moment, to consult or request the modification (should you encounter errors and/ or variations)
or the cancellation of data communicated. The eventual refusal to provide, all or in part, the data required will automaticaly lead, even without
any communication with regards to, the exclusion of the establishment or continuation of any further relationship. Consensus: I declare to have
received the information referred to in art. 13 of D. Lgs. 196/03 and further modifications and elaborations, of which I am aware of the contents
and express after careful evaluation and self-determination, consent to the treatment of my personal data as described in the said article.

Signature of applicant

Federazione Internazionale Pasticceria Gelateria Cioccolateria www.internationalfederationpastry.com
Via Torviscosa, 53 33100 Udine ( Ud ) Tel.+39 0432 600904 - Vat and tax code: 02724640301
Sito web: www.federazionepasticceri.it Email: info@federazionepasticceri.it - segreteria@federazionepasticceri.it

